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Abstract
Causal inference has progressed dramatically in the past few decades, but one critical assumption
that remains difficult to relax is the assumption of no interference between units, one component of
the single unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA). Interference occurs when the treatment of one
unit can affect the outcome of another, making it difficult to justify the assumption of no interference
for outcomes that depend on social interactions, such as occurrence of infectious disease. Significant
progress has been made in dealing with this issue in design of vaccine trials that incorporate two-stage
randomization of clusters and of individuals within them. Nonetheless there is considerable need for
development of methods to relax the no-interference assumption in many settings, such as the one we
describe.
In cluster-randomized trials, SUTVA is often thought to be justified by design of studies with large
distances (geographic or otherwise) between units, but this condition may not be feasible or even suffi-
cient in some settings. In trials of infectious disease prevention, the estimate of the treatment effect will
be attenuated (relative to that which would occur if the treatment were implemented population-wide)
if a fraction of the exposures in the treatment clusters come from individuals who are outside these
clusters.
This source of interference – the fraction of contacts sufficient for transmission that are within the
cluster – is, however, potentially measurable. In this manuscript, we make use of the rich history of
epidemic modeling to infer the way in which a given level of interference affects the force of infection upon
members of a cluster. This model allows us to develop a weighting factor on the treatment indicator
that recovers a counterfactual treatment effect in the absence of interference in a proportional hazards
or frailty model.
1 Introduction
Causal inference has progressed dramatically in the past few decades, but one critical assumption that
remains difficult to relax is the assumption of no interference between units, one component of the single
unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA) in Rubin’s potential outcomes framework for causal inference.
Interference arises when the treatment status of one unit can influence the outcome of another. This issue
arises in areas as diverse as social interventions [1], education [2], or vaccine testing [3], among others.
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When interference is present, we can no longer assume that the outcomes of the control units are
representative of the outcomes of the treated units had they not received treatment, and the observed
treatment effect is now a function of the direct effect of treatment as well as indirect effects from spillover
or contamination. This paper deals specifically with cluster-randomized trials of an intervention to prevent
the transmission of an infectious disease. A reduction in incidence could occur via an individual-level direct
effect of the intervention, or through the reduction in the force of infection in the cluster by reducing the
overall burden. This indirect effect will be attenuated if cluster members have contacts outside of the
cluster.
In many cluster-randomized trials, ensuring that clusters are sufficiently distant from each other by
some metric (usually geographic), can help support the assumption of no interference (see, e.g. [4–6]). This
design strategy may not be sufficient in all cases. In trials of infectious disease prevention, the estimate of
the randomized treatment effect will be attenuated relative to that which would occur if the treatment were
implemented population-wide if a fraction of the exposures in the treatment clusters come from outside
the cluster, regardless of the distances between clusters [7, 8].
Indirect effects at the individual level are identifiable using two-stage randomization [3, 9]. For ex-
ample, randomizing first clusters to treatment or control, and then individuals within treatment clusters
to treatment or control allows for comparison of the outcomes of non-treated individuals in non-treated
clusters to those of non-treated individuals in treated clusters to understand effects of mixing across clus-
ters. When the desired outcome of the trial is at the cluster level, however, such a design would involve
creating super-clusters to be randomized to treatment or control, then randomizing clusters within treated
super-clusters to either receive treatment or control. The required resources to perform such a design make
it generally infeasible.
Given this concern, other approaches are required to understand indirect effects between clusters. In
this paper, we leverage epidemic models to account for one form of interference: cross-cluster exposures due
to mixing across clusters. This leads to spillover effects in control clusters, which consequently receive less
infectious pressure from treatment clusters than they would in the absence of an intervention. Conversely,
treatment clusters receive infectious pressure from control clusters that are unaffected by treatment. As-
suming that the prevention intervention is effective, we expect that it would be rolled out population-wide,
so an estimand of interest is the treatment effect in the absence of this mixing equivalent to the a setting
where the infectious pressure in the treatment cluster comes solely from treated clusters. This is termed
the overall treatment effect. In these settings, it is possible to measure the source of the interference –
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the proportion of contacts sufficient to transmit the disease that occur outside the cluster. We leverage
mathematical models of epidemics to understand how a given level of mixing between clusters is likely to
affect the transmission dynamics in the presence of an intervention.
We are particularly motivated by a large community-randomized trial of a combination HIV prevention
intervention in Botswana, the Botswana Combination Prevention Project (BCPP) [8, 10]. In this study,
the intervention comprises efforts to increase testing coverage (and thereby treatment coverage for those
who qualify), treatment for subjects with high viral load regardless of CD4 count (the usual metric used to
determine eligibility), prevention of mother-to-child transmission, and promotion of male circumcision. Of
these, only the last will have a protective effect for the individual receiving the treatment; the rest operate
by reducing the viral exposure of susceptibles by treating those who are already infected. Thus, the bulk
of the effect will be due to indirect effects. We also expect a significant fraction of sexual relationships to
be with members of other communities, thus attenuating the estimate of the overall treatment effect.
Section 2 outlines a simple epidemic model for disease transmission within and between clusters. Section
3 relates this epidemic model to a proportional hazards model for survival and derive a weighting factor for
treatment that allows us to recover the overall treatment effect. We discuss adjustment for mismeasurement
of the weighting factor in Section 5. The effectiveness of this adjustment is shown via simulation in Section
4, and an application to design studies for the BCPP appears in Section 6.
2 A simple epidemiological model for disease transmission between
clusters
Suppose that we have clusters 1, · · · , C that form a closed population, with 1, ..., c1 receiving the control
and the rest treatment. We begin by proposing a simple SEIR model of disease transmission between
clusters, defined by the following system of equations:
dSi
dt
= µ−
C∑
j=1
αijSiIj − µSi
dEi
dt
=
C∑
j=1
αijSiIj − υEi − µEi
dIi
dt
= υEi − γIi − µIi
dRi
dt
= γIi − µRi
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Here Si, Ei, Ii and Ri are the proportions of the entire population that are susceptible, exposed, infectious,
and recovered individuals in cluster i with parameters:
• µ, the birth and death rate (assuming no population growth)
• αij , the rate of new infections among susceptibles in i from infecteds in j
• υ, the rate of transition from the exposed to infectious state
• γ, the rate of recovery for infected individuals
If there were no cross-cluster mixing, αij = 0 ∀i 6= j, and the remaining αii would be equivalent to the
total force of infection in their respective clusters. We break αij down into two pieces: αij = mijηj , where
mij is the percentage of partnerships of susceptibles in cluster i that are with infecteds in cluster j and
ηj is the force of infection in cluster j (per-contact transmission probability times the rate of contacts
of infecteds in i). We assume no differential activity by infection status. If we assume, in addition, no
differential mixing by infection status the mij can be estimated from the full population. Note that, since
this is a closed population, mii = 1−
∑
j 6=imij .
Let the counts of individuals in the infected states, Ii, be noted by Yi. This gives us an incidence rate
in cluster i of δi =
∑C
j=1 αijYj/Nj =
∑C
j=1mijηjYj/Nj =
∑C
j=1 νij(t)ηj . Note that this is a function of
time, as Yi changes as the epidemic progresses. If we can assume that prevalence within clusters (Yi/Ni)
is roughly constant over time, we can ignore the dependence of ν on t. In what follows, we make this
assumption, and note the prevalence in cluster i as pii.
The probability that a susceptible in cluster i is infected in the interval [a, b] is Pr (Ti ∈ [a, b]) =∫ b
a δi · exp (−δit) dt = exp (δia)− exp (δib).
While this model does not perfectly describe most epidemic processes, it often serves as a reasonable
approximation. Although this model is presented to describe our framework, the following results hold for
other varieties of epidemic models, such as an SIR model, SI model, or a staged model where infectivity is
constant across stages.
3 Proportional hazards and the epidemic framework
3.1 The proportional hazards model in the absence of mixing
The proportional hazards model for survival data states that the instantaneous rate of failure, or hazard,
takes the form λ(t,X) = λ0(t) exp(βX), where X is a set of covariates that explain variability in hazard
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rates. This form is a natural parallel to the probability of infection taken from the epidemic model in
Section 2, when the covariates X consist of only a treatment indicator, Z. Under the assumed epidemic
process, with mij = 0 ∀i 6= j, we derive the proportional hazards estimate of the effect of treatment, Z:
Pr (Ti > t|Z = 0) = exp
(
−t 1
c1
c1∑
i=1
δi
)
Pr (Ti > t|Z = 1) = exp
(
−t 1
C − c1
C∑
i=c1+1
δi
)
Pr (Ti > t|Z) = Pr (Ti > t|Z = 0) · exp
−t
 1
C − c1
C∑
i=c1+1
δi − 1
c1
c1∑
j=1
δj
Z

= Pr (Ti > t|Z = 0) · exp
−t
 1
C − c1
C∑
i=c1+1
ηipii − 1
c1
c1∑
j=1
ηjpij
Z
 (3.1)
This means that we would like to recover 1C−c1
∑C
i=c1+1
ηipii− 1c1
∑c1
j=1 ηjpij to estimate the counterfactual
treatment effect in the absence of interference when mixing is present.
Inclusion of other covariates that inform the hazard rate is also consistent with the epidemic model
framework; we focus on the treatment alone for clarity of presentation. In the presence of other covariates,
the compartments or sub-populations of the epidemic model would be further subdivided by covariates.
For example, one could divide the groups presented in Section 2 (Si, Ei, Ii and Ri) by sex s, yielding Sis,
Eis, Iis and Ris. The summation then would be over community as well as covariates; the mij could either
be assumed to be constant over covariates or could be estimated within subgroups.
3.2 The proportional hazards model in the presence of mixing
In this section, we build upon the result from Section 3.1 to show what the coefficient on the treatment
indicator in the proportional hazards model represents when the mij are not zero between clusters. In this
case,
Pr (Ti > t|Z = 0) = exp
(
−t
(
1
c1
c1∑
i=1
δi
))
Pr (Ti > t|Z = 1) = exp
(
−t
(
1
C − c1
C∑
i=c1+1
δi
))
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Thus, we can rewrite the model in terms of a baseline hazard when treatment is absent and a proportional
adjustment when treatment is applied:
Pr (Ti > t|Z) = Pr (Ti > t|Z = 0) · exp
−tZ
 1
C − c1
C∑
i=c1+1
C∑
j=1
νijηj − 1
c1
c1∑
i=1
C∑
j=1
νijηj

This can be shown to be equivalent to
Pr (Ti > t|Z) = Pr (Ti > t|Z = 0) · exp
−tZ
 1
C − c1
C∑
j=c1+1
ηjpij(m
in
j −moutj )
− 1
c1
c1∑
j=1
ηjpij(m
in
j −moutj ) +
C∑
j=1
2c1 − C
(C − c1)c1 ηjpijm
out
j
 (3.2)
where minj and m
out
j are the total mixing with cluster j of clusters of the same and opposite treatment
status, respectively. Note that if the number of treatment and control groups are equal, the last term is
zero; for nearly balanced group sizes it will be very small. This suggests that weighting the treatment
variable Z by the function (minj −moutj ) of cross-cluster mixing rates will allow us to estimate the overall
treatment effect,
∑C
i=c1+1
ηipii −
∑c1
j=1 ηjpij .
The estimator of the overall treatment effect can thus be expressed as a scaling of the randomized
treatment effect estimator. This method will alter point estimates of the treatment effect, but not the
results of tests of null hypotheses of no treatment effect. Standard errors scale with the point estimates,
so a confidence interval that includes 0 for the randomized effect will also include 0 when adjusted for
interference. In the case where (minj − moutj ) is the same across clusters, the resulting estimate will be
τˆ∗
(minj −moutj )
, where τˆ∗ is the estimate of the randomized treatment effect.
This result can be extended directly to a frailty model with cluster-specific random effects. Suppose
that each cluster has a random deviation, bi, on the force of infection, δi = ξ+ bi + τ · I(Z = 1), where τ is
the treatment effect and ξ is the average force of infection in the absence of treatment. In the absence of
mixing, this gives
∑C
i=c1+1
δi−
∑c1
j=1 δj = τ−
(∑C
i=c1+1
bi −
∑c1
j=1 bj
)
. Assuming that the b are identically
distributed, the expected value of
(∑C
i=c1+1
bi −
∑c1
j=1 bj
)
= 0, implying that the overall treatment effect
τ is still equal to 1C−c1
∑C
i=c1+1
ηipii − 1c1
∑c1
j=1 ηjpij and the randomized treatment effect τ
∗ is still equal
to 1C−c1
∑C
i=c1+1
∑C
j=1 νijηj − 1c1
∑c1
i=1
∑C
j=1 νijηj .
Note that for pairs of clusters forming closed units (minj − moutj ) = (m11 + m00 − 1). The model
described here can be fit either to a single system of multiple clusters, or multiple sets of closed systems
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(i.e., pairs of clusters).
4 Simulation study
We test this theory by simulating paired clusters that form closed populations with disease spread modeled
by a stochastic SEIR model with varying population size over time. We begin with 400 individuals in cluster
1 and 600 in cluster 0; total population size varies stochastically over time as individuals enter and leave
the population (birth/death rate µ = 1/10000). The intensity of contacts is set so that individuals have an
average of two contacts on any given day. The R0 value for each cluster is set to be 2.5 initially, and falls
to 1.25 in cluster 1 when the treatment is rolled out at the start of data collection. Mixing is established
by forcing 0 to 50% of contacts of members of cluster 1 to be with members of cluster 0. This yields an
asymmetry in m10 and m01. Disease spread starts with 5% initial infecteds, and data are “collected” over
a three-year period of roughly constant prevalence after the initial ramp-up of infections. We then record
the rates of mixing between clusters, infection times and censoring status for individuals. This is repeated
for 20 simulated pairs of clusters. For each pair, the infectivity parameter implied by R0 is perturbed to
generate random effects by cluster. We fit an unadjusted frailty model and an adjusted frailty model.
The results of the simulation are given in Figure 1: each point represents the average point estimate
over 500 simulated data sets, and the 95% confidence interval is given by the vertical lines. Note the
rapid attrition of the estimated treatment effect as the mixing rate increases for the unadjusted model.
The adjusted estimates for all levels of mixing are well within the confidence bounds for the no-mixing
case. The standard error of the adjusted estimates increases proportionately to the increase in the point
estimate, as expected; this method does not add information to increase power in estimation, but rather
allows us to calculate an alternate estimand to the randomized treatment effect.
5 Errors-in-variables
The weighting approach to estimating the overall treatment effect creates a new cluster-level treatment
variable, Z, that is 0 for all untreated clusters, but a function of mixing rates for treated clusters. The
mixing parameters are likely to be measured with error, yielding an observed variable W that is a noisy
version of the true Z. In some cases, it may be possible to characterize this error; for example, estimating
mixing rates as proportions of reported partnerships for which both partners reside in the same cluster from
behavioral surveys leads to a natural binomial form for the variability of the estimates. As a consequence,
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Figure 1: Simulation results from true SEIR epidemic. Average point estimate and 95% confidence
interval for randomized and overall treatment effects over 500 simulated data sets with SEIR model. The
horizontal black line indicated the expected value of the treatment effect in the absence of interference.
we recommend consideration of a correction for errors-in-variables when implementing this method.
Measurement error in proportional hazards models has been well studied [11–15], but less so in the
setting of clustered survival data and frailty models. Li and Lin have proposed two approaches for mea-
surement error in frailty models: a structural model that is fit using non-parametric maximum likelihood
[16], and a functional model using simulation and extrapolation (SIMEX) [17]. The functional approach is
appealing as it does not require assumptions about the distribution of the unobserved error-prone covariate
and is easy to implement using standard software.
The SIMEX approach is implemented in two stages: simulation and extrapolation. We suppose that
the measurement error variance σ2u is known, and let W be the observed noisy covariate. In the simulation
step we generate data sets with gradually increasing error relative to the observed W . For a given ζ > 0, we
generate C noisy versions of W by adding Uc ∼ iidN(0, ζσ2u), yielding a new noisy covariate W ∗c = W +Uc
with error variance (ζ + 1)σ2u. We then fit a frailty model without measurement error for each W
∗
c and
average the resulting coefficient (or frailty variance) estimates to obtain βˆζ (or θˆζ). In the extrapolation
step, a regression model of βˆζ (θˆζ) as a function of ζ is fit to the simulated means. Using the fitted model,
we extrapolate back to ζ = −1, corresponding to no measurement error, to obtain βˆ (θˆζ). Similar methods
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for obtaining estimates of the standard error of βˆ are also described in [17].
The development in Li and Lin (2003) considers an individual-level noisy covariate, but holds also
for group-level covariates, as in our setting. In this case, the random errors in the simulation step are
iid at the group level, but the algorithm otherwise remains the same. Li and Lin (2003) show that this
estimator is consistent and normally distributed assuming that one has the correct extrapolation function.
They suggest using a quadratic function, but provide no justification for this choice.
In the case where Z ∼ N(µx, σ2z), it is easy to show that βˆζ = σ
2
z
σ2z+(ζ+1)σ
2
u
β and θˆζ = θ +
σ2z ·(ζ+1)σ2u
σ2z+(ζ+1)σ
2
u
β2.
This indicates that the correct extrapolation function for β is to model βˆ−1ζ as a linear function of ζ;
however, this imposes a distributional assumption that we are trying to avoid by using the functional
model. An alternative would be to approximate the true extrapolation function via Taylor series by fitting
a polynomial function of ζ. We compare via simulation the differences in results that could be obtained
using different functional forms.
For this study, we use a setup similar to [17], with some notational differences. Survival times Tij are
generated from the conditional hazard λij(t) = λ0(t) exp (βzZi + βxXij + bi) , j = 1, · · · , n; i = 1, · · · ,m.
The Zi are the cluster-level treatment variable of interest, while the Xij (representing other measured
covariates) are standard normal, and the cluster-level random effects bi ∼ N(0, θ). We compare results for
Zi ∼ N(µz, σ2z) and Zi ∼ Gamma(α = 2, β =
√
2). Censoring times are drawn uniformly on [0, r], with r
chosen to yield 0% or 30% censoring. The baseline hazard λ0(t) = 2t.
In the simulated experiments, m = 40 or 100, n = 3, βz = 2, βx = 1, and θ = 0.5. We generate a noisy
Wi = Zi + Ui, where Ui ∼ N(0, σ2u = 0.5). In the SIMEX procedure, C = 200 and ζ ∈ {0.25, 0.5, · · · , 3}.
The extrapolation functions compared are: two- through six-degree polynomials in ζ; second and third
degree polynomials with eζ ; and the inverse model linear in ζ suggested by the theory for normal Z.
Table 1 gives the results for experiments with 0% censoring; results for 30% censoring (and for
individual-level Z) are similar and available upon request. Each experiment averages over 200 simu-
lated data sets. The first two columns provide the estimates of βz and θ when fitting a frailty model with
the true Z and the noisy W , respectively. As expected, the estimate of βz is attenuated in the presence of
measurement error and the frailty variance θ is over-estimated. When comparing the extrapolation models
in the SIMEX procedure, we see that the accuracy improves steadily with polynomial degree up to degree
5 or 6. Adding exponential terms does not lead to a significant improvement over the polynomial. When
Z is normally distributed, the inverse model for βz performs best, as expected given that it is the correct
function. Even with gamma-distributed Z, however, the inverse is among the best models for βz.
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Normally-distributed Z
Model for hazard Extrapolation model
m X + Z X +W ζ2 ζ3 ζ4 ζ5 ζ6 ζ2 + eζ ζ3 + eζ Inverse
40 βz 1.99 1.58 1.89 1.95 1.97 1.98 1.95 1.92 1.96 1.99
θ 0.48 1.27 0.63 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.66 0.56 0.52 –
100 βz 1.99 1.19 1.59 1.74 1.82 1.88 1.96 1.68 1.80 2.03
θ 0.47 0.38 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.45 0.45 0.43 0.43 –
Gamma-distributed Z
Model for hazard Extrapolation model
m X + Z X +W ζ2 ζ3 ζ4 ζ5 ζ6 ζ2 + eζ ζ3 + eζ Inverse
40 βz 1.99 1.55 1.86 1.92 1.94 1.97 2.03 1.89 1.93 1.97
θ 0.52 1.30 0.70 0.62 0.56 0.51 0.21 0.65 0.58 –
100 βz 1.96 1.52 1.85 1.92 1.95 1.96 2.02 1.89 1.94 1.96
θ 0.44 1.13 0.60 0.50 0.44 0.38 0.25 0.54 0.46 –
Table 1: Bias due to measurement error and SIMEX errors-in-variables adjustment results for
a variety of extrapolation models. The first two columns give the average parameter estimates from
models with the true simulated Z and the noisy W . An extrapolation model described as ζi represents
a polynomial function of ζ with maximum power i. “Inverse” indicates a model of the inverse of the
parameter βz as a linear function of ζ (note that this is not theoretically supported as a model for θ).
Results shown are for 0% censoring.
6 Application to design issues in Botswana CRT
To demonstrate the performance of the adjustment in a more realistic setting, we apply the mixing adjust-
ment to the results of an agent-based simulation of a cluster randomized trial of HIV prevention originally
reported in Wang et al. [8]. In that model, the epidemic spreads over dynamic networks in paired clusters
of equal size. The proportion of relationships that are between clusters range from 0 (no mixing) to 50%
(clusters are effectively indistinguishable). For each mixing level there are 1000 simulated pairs of clusters.
See the original article for details of the epidemic model and intervention.
We divide the 1000 pairs into simulated CRTs of 10 pairs (consistent with the required number of
clusters per arm to achieve 90% power found in [8]), yielding 100 simulated data sets. For each data set
we compute the randomized treatment effect estimate and standard error, and the overall treatment effect
estimate and standard error (where appropriate).
Figure 2 shows the decline in the randomized treatment effect as mixing increases from 0 to 50% of
relationships and the resulting estimates of the overall treatment effect when adjusting for mixing. Note
that we cannot adjust the estimate for 50% mixing, because the difference between within and between
cluster mixing rates is precisely 0 in this case, and the randomized treatment effect estimate is very close
to zero. The dashed black line gives the treatment effect in the absence of mixing, while the dashed red
line at 0 is included for reference when assessing the significance of the result.
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Figure 2: Community–randomized trial model study results. Randomized and overall treatment
effect estimates over a range of mixing rates for Botswana CRT simulation. Vertical bars give the 95% CI
for each estimate (note that mixing values are slightly jittered to prevent overlap of CIs).
In this application, the mass action assumption of the compartmental models described in Section
2 is violated, as contacts are contained within relationships that are sustained over time. In addition,
the treatment effect is not a population-wide additive change in the transmissibility (η) parameter, but
rather arises from different prevention modalities with differing efficacy being adopted by members of
the population. Nonetheless, we see that the weighting method accurately recovers the overall treatment
effect, even for relatively large mixing rates. The uncertainty increases substantially and, as expected, in
all cases where the CI for the randomized treatment effect includes zero, the CI for the overall treatment
effect does as well.
7 Discussion
Interference between units is a challenging problem in causal inference. While trials using two-stage
randomization can identify causal effects in the presence of interference, this approach may be infeasible
for cluster- or community-level outcomes for two reasons. First, it requires randomization of super-clusters
and smaller clusters within them, which may require more experimental units than are available or feasible
to include. Second, it would still require an assumption of no interference between super-clusters, which
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may not be any more reasonable than assuming no interference between clusters. This paper presents
an alternative approach to extract the overall treatment effect from a traditional cluster-randomized trial
design with interference between clusters when the interactions between clusters causing the interference
can be measured. The methods weight the treatment variable in a frailty or proportional hazards model,
and so are simple to implement. Intuitively, the approach assigns each community a fractional treatment
exposure and rescales the overall effect to reflect that a treatment cluster may have less than 100% of
exposure from treated contacts, while a control cluster may actually be exposed some treated contacts.
This adjustment is applicable in most settings, but as mixing approaches 50%, the adjustment will
become unstable as the effect will be nearly zero as will the inverse of the adjustment factor. When mixing
is precisely 50%, no adjustment is possible. This situation is unlikely to arise, however, if clusters are
defined with sufficient consideration of the issue of mixing. A mixing rate of 50% would effectively imply
that two clusters are arbitrary subsets of the same group; clusters need to be selected with a goal of
minimizing mixing through separation whether geographically, socially, or in some other way.
The development presented here requires a fairly strict set of assumptions, including that of mass-
action assumption in the epidemic model and of constant prevalence, but the results for the design study
for the BCPP suggest that the results are not sensitive to violations of the epidemic model assumptions.
Further work is required to relax the assumption of constant prevalence. In the particular case of HIV in
a mature epidemic, it may in fact be quite reasonable. Because HIV infection is of such long duration,
even if new infections were sharply reduced, it may take years for the prevalence to decline as the infected
population died of causes related to the disease or otherwise.
The fraction of social contacts sufficient for transmission that happen within treatment clusters can
be difficult to measure, and is likely to be subject to measurement error. This error will further attenuate
the estimate of the treatment effect, so we recommend consideration of the use of an errors-in-variables
(EIV) adjustment in the implementation of the model. Section 5 presented a functional approach to EIV
correction, SIMEX, using simulation and extrapolation to adjust for mismeasurement without making
assumptions about the functional form of the mismeasured covariate. We also provided guidelines for
selecting an extrapolation function; evidence from simulation studies suggests that a high degree (≥ 5)
polynomial function will yield better results.
The methods discussed here allow estimation of the overall treatment effect in cases where contacts
sufficient for transmission occur between treatment and control clusters. Another potential source of
treatment effect attenuation that we do not address is the adoption of the treatment in control clusters.
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This may be particularly likely to occur in educational interventions, where social contacts between clusters
can spread the intended message into the control clusters.
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